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    This book is all about you. 
       Your new windows and doors are right here in these pages. But only you can find them. 
Because only you can choose the final design of the windows and patio doors for your home.
       Your builder can help. So can your architect. But—whether you’re building, remodeling 
or adding on—only you can make the final decision. It’s too important, and too personal, to 
trust it to anybody else.
       There’s no science to it. No rules. It’s not even complicated. You simply open the book, 
open your floor plans, and open your mind.

      Looking for big ideas? Your windows don’t 
need to be this big to add dramatic design elements 
to your home. It just takes a little creativity. This 
homeowner used Hurd casement and geometric 
shape windows, plus Hurd swinging patio doors 
with a French-style 9-1/2” bottom rail.
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       Every time you put a window in a wall, you’re making a statement. Depending on the 
size, shape and style of that window, your statement could be cozy or spacious, traditional 
or contemporary, formal or fun. Of course, it also could be just plain dull. 
       But that’s why you’re here. To find some fresh, new ideas that work for you. 

    Your windows 
             will talk about you.

      Everything doesn’t have to be a straight line. 
You can combine Hurd swinging patio doors, 
stationary panels and transoms in a graceful arc, 
and create an oval dining room or an oval office.
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    Do it yourself.
       Your mind can put windows in a room far faster than your builder can. Your brain can 
see combinations of windows, patio doors, transoms and sidelites that we’ve never even built. 
Imagine that.
       Consider a single window. Add a divided lites grille, and it will give your home a very 
traditional feel. Leave out the grille, paint the interior white, and it will look much more 
contemporary. Order that same window in Hurd’s historical all-wood windows and patio 
doors, and you’ll have an instant classic.
       So why settle for something ordinary? Instead, look for ways to make your home uniquely 
yours—one window or one patio door at a time.

      This was a typical rambler before being transformed with stunning, symmetrical configurations of Hurd casement, geometric 
shape and picture windows. It’s an example of how a simple combination of windows can look simply spectacular.
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    Turn basic into boastful.
      Take one simple window, add another simple window or two, inject a 
little inspiration, adjust the sizes and shapes to give the room some impact, 
and congratulations, you’ve just created a truly custom window design. 

      How do you top a row of Hurd double hung windows? With a row of Hurd direct set geometric shape windows. 
Add our removable wood grilles, and you’ve got 174 beautifully framed views of the great outdoors. 

      Obviously, this homeowner had something very unique in mind, and trusted Hurd to handcraft 
it. We’ll put the same amount of care and pride into the windows and doors in your home.
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    This is getting 
                personal.

      A massive wall of windows and doors is not always the answer. (Especially if it’s 
overlooking the neighbors’ patio.) Your favorite room in your new home could turn out 
to be a comfy little getaway spot with two overstuffed chairs and one special window.
      Be prepared. Now’s the time to make sure that window is positioned exactly where 
you’ll want it. 

       nice things to know. 
1. Pine windows are beautiful, but maybe not in a kitchen filled with 
cherry cabinets. Choose one of Hurd’s eight custom interior woods, so 
your windows can match your cabinets perfectly.
2. Match your hardware, too. Whether it’s the kitchen or bath or any room 
in the house, make sure your window hardware, cabinet hardware and 
even the faucets all work together. If you’re the only person who notices 
it, it’s still worth it.
3. A patio door that swings into a room uses lots of space. If your room 
isn’t quite that roomy, an outswing patio door or sliding patio door can 
make your space much more usable. 
4. Windows that reach higher up the wall bring light further into a room.
5. Want some fresh air when it’s raining? Easy, just add some awning 
windows. They let in the air, but not the rain.
6. Your furnishings need sunscreen, too. The right window glazing—like 
our ClimaGuard SPF™ which blocks 99.9% of UV rays—can literally 
save you thousands of dollars worth of sun damage to your furniture and 
carpeting.
7. Lots of people put corner windows or bay windows behind the kitchen 
sink. Unfortunately, most of them discover that they can’t reach to open 
or close those windows without standing on a stool. Consider casement 
windows, and remember to put the cranks on the sides where you can 
reach them.

8. To make sure your new windows won’t be too small or too big,“draw” 
them on a bare wall of your current home with masking tape. Then
imagine them in your new floor plan. 
9. You can have privacy and lots of natural light in the bedroom or bath. 
Just specify a decorative, obscure glass for your windows or doors.
10. Remember, they’re your windows. Make sure you get what you want.
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    W indows 101.
       Wow, look at all this copy. It looks like a book. Actually, it’s a short story about all the 
different types of windows and patio doors you can buy. They each operate a little differently. 
We’ll try to tell you the difference between them—why and where you might want to use one 
instead of another. It should help you choose the correct type of window or door for every 
room in your home.

Casement windows.
      For top-to-bottom unobstructed views and wide-open ventilation, 
you can’t beat casement windows. They’re hinged on the side, and the 
entire sash swings outward to open. Clean lines, smooth operation and 
easy cleaning make casements a favorite around the country.
 
Awning windows.
      Awning windows are a great choice when you want the fresh air of 
an open window even if it’s raining. They can be used alone, but are 
most often stacked, combined in a grouping, or placed underneath a 
large picture window to provide ventilation.
 
Double hung windows.
      Perhaps because it’s the most traditional window, the double hung 
is also the most popular window. It can open from the top or bottom, 
and many of the newer models are designed so the two sash tilt in for 
easy cleaning. Also available as a single hung window.

Horizontal sliding windows.
      For a more unique style and a slightly more contemporary look, 
try horizontal sliding windows. They’re a good alternative for loca-
tions where you don’t want the sash of a casement or awning window 
sticking out in the way—on your deck or walkway, for example. But 
that’s merely a practical reason for choosing them. Many people sim-
ply prefer the clean lines and smooth, gliding operation of a “slider.”
 
Geometric shape windows.
      Special window shapes can give your home a unique individuality. 
It could be a large picture window, transoms stretching from wall to 
wall above a bank of patio doors, or an arched expanse of glass that 
seems to light up an entire home. Geometric shape windows can be 
used alone, or combined with other windows or patio doors.

Bay and bow windows.
       Bay and bow windows make a room seem larger. With their multi-unit 
configuration, they create the feeling that the great outdoors is actually 
part of the room. A bay usually consists of a large fixed window between 
two casement or double hung units. A bow consists of several casements 
or double hung units mulled together, creating a smooth arc or bow.
 
Swinging patio doors.
      Swinging patio doors can be ordered to swing in or swing out. They 
come with both doors operable, or just one. And they’re easily combined 
with stationary door panels, sidelites and transoms to create a room with 
a view. 

Sliding patio doors. 
      Sliding patio doors are a great space-saving option compared to 
swinging doors. One panel is operable, the other is fixed. They are 
easily combined with additional doors, sidelites and transoms. 

 

Casement window                   Awning window                  Double hung window         Horizontal sliding window            Geometric shape window                                          Bay window                    Swinging patio door             Sliding patio door
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Wood inside. Aluminum outside.
      Here’s how windows are made. 
Hurd wood windows and patio doors 
are warm, natural wood on the inside, 
where there’s no weather to worry 
about. On the outside, however, we 
offer low-maintenance aluminum 
cladding. We use a really heavy-duty 
extruded aluminum. It makes painting 
a thing of the past.  

Wood inside. Wood outside. 
      Some people simply prefer all-
wood windows. For those people, and 
for their truly distinctive homes, Hurd 
also builds windows and patio doors 
of all-wood. 
 

Hurd 3. Hurricanes 0.
      We also make hurricane-resistant 
Hurd FeelSafe™  windows and patio 
doors. They feature extreme 
engineering and high-strength, 
shatter-resistant laminated glass. 
One Florida homeowner wrote to 
thank us after his windows and doors 
survived 3 hurricanes unscathed.

High performance. Mid-Priced.
       Named “The Most Innovative 
Window Of The Year” by Window & 
Door Magazine, our mid-priced H3 
offers advanced energy efficiency, 
upscale aesthetics and superior 
durability. Its Fusion Technology™ 
integrates three components (extruded 
aluminum, vinyl and solid wood) into 
one perfect window. 



      Today’s homes are filled with gorgeous woods of every species. Cherry cabinets. Maple floors. Mahogany 
tables. Unfortunately, most windows are made out of pine, and most people don’t think pine looks like cherry. 
      So, since you want your kitchen windows to match your kitchen cabinets perfectly, order them that way. 
And what about the bathrooms, the office and master bedroom? Don’t they deserve to look coordinated, too?

    What’s your species?

      Hurd lets you choose from nine 
beautiful woods for your windows, 
patio doors and trim. 

      Hurd’s MonumentTM double hung window. Shown 
with mahogany interior, matching Hurd divided lite 
grille and nickel bronze hardware. 

      Come into the cherry room. The flooring, cabinets, 
stereo speakers, even the ladder, and, thankfully, the 
Hurd casement windows are all natural cherry.
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      Your new windows and doors should do more than just fit the openings. They should also fit 
your life, your style, your décor. To some people, a large expanse of glass looks too contemporary 
for their taste. But add wood divided lite grilles, and suddenly the look becomes very traditional.
       Your hardware can provide another charming, personalized accent. It’s as simple as choosing 
a style you like and a finish that matches your room.
       Add one of our cladding colors, and you can enhance almost any home design.

    Charm school.

      Worried about washing all those small panes of glass? Hurd has the answer: grilles that fit in 
the airspace between the glass; or removable grilles on the glass that pop out for easy cleaning.

With as many as 11 hardware finishes, Hurd can match your design scheme perfectly.

     Pick your favorite. With our 
custom color-matching option, 
Hurd gives you unlimited color 
choices for our aluminum clad
and H3 windows and patio doors.
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    Improve your outlook.
      Don’t overlook all the different glass and glazing options. 
      Decorative glass comes in designs ranging from fancy to simple, formal to casual, clear to obscure. 
Each has its own personality and lends its own character to your room. You can use it simply for its 
good looks, but it can also filter harsh sunlight or enhance privacy and security. 

      For the optimum in one-of-a-kind, custom designed windows or doors, consider handcrafted leaded or 
stained glass. Your options are limitless, and the results can be breathtaking.
      You have one final glass decision. It isn’t as exciting as a stained glass window, but it’s far more important. 
Your glass options can ensure your energy efficiency, protect your furnishings from harmful UV rays, or even 
protect you from a hurricane. Work with your builder on this. Instead of choosing a single type of glass for your 
entire home, select glass specifically for each room according to its exposure to the elements. 

Gluechip              Spraylite           Standard Obscure         Niagara             English Reed               Velour            White Laminated     Beveled Edge          V-Groove

      Gluechip decorative glass in Hurd 
oval window with Douglas fir interior.

      Hurd double hung window with arch head. 
Handcrafted with leaded, beveled glass, oil-rubbed 
bronze hardware and maple interior.
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    May your beauty never fade.
      The sun’s UV rays can fade and ruin your furniture, carpeting, draperies and other valuable 
furnishings. It also causes excessive solar heat gain. 
      To solve the problem, you can always keep the curtains closed, or use tinted glass or a reflective 
film on your windows. But those solutions obscure your view, and defeat the purpose of having 
windows in the first place.
      So here’s a better answer: choose windows with UV protection built into the glass. The most 
effective version is ClimaGuard SPF™.  It’s the first clear glass treatment that stops 99.9% of both 
UV-A and UV-B rays. ClimaGuard SPF is available on nearly all Hurd windows and patio doors. 

Insulated Glass 
   The lowest-cost energy-efficient glazing option. For use in moderate climates. 

Low-E Insulated for improved energy efficiency. Single-surface Low-E coating. Reduces solar 
   heat gain. Blocks harmful UV rays. Available in dual or triple panes. 

Low-E 366  Insulated glass with an unprecedented triple layer of silver. Delivers an ideal 
balance of energy savings, solar control, 95% UV protection and high visibility. 

Low-E 366 Neat® with Preserve®  An advanced, ultra-smooth coating harnesses 
UV rays to loosen dirt so water can rinse it away almost spotlessly. Blocks 95% of UV rays. 
Protective film keeps windows clean during installation. 

Climate Control™ Insulated for improved energy efficiency. Single-surface Low-E coating. 
Reduces solar heat gain. Blocks harmful UV rays. 

Super Sun Blocker™  Tinted to reduce the glare of the sun. Insulated glass with single-
surface Low-E coating to reduce solar heat gain. Blocks harmful UV rays. 

Sound Control Reduces outside noise by up to 50%. Blocks 99% of UV rays. Insulated.
 Laminated to reduce the risk of injury from broken glass. 

Hurd FeelSafe™ laminated glass.  Hurricane-resistant windows and patio doors. Three 
layers of superior strength and shatter resistance. Low-E available. Blocks 99% of UV rays. 

Hurd FeelSafe™ laminated insulated glass.  Hurricane-resistant windows and patio doors. 
Four layers of superior strength and shatter resistance, plus optimal energy efficiency and sound 
control. Low-E available. Blocks 99% of UV rays.  
ClimaGuard SPF™   Ultimate protection from fading of furnishings. Blocks 99.9% of 
UV rays. Reduces solar heat gain. Available on Low-E, Climate Control and Super Sun Blocker 
glass. Recommended by the Skin Cancer Foundation. 

Energy Star  As a long-standing Energy Star® partner, Hurd offers glazing options that 
meet the most stringent requirements for energy efficiency. 

A guide to glazing.       The glazing you choose can lower your heating and cooling costs, 
regulate light and noise, reduce fading, or even give you more safety, 
privacy and security. Work with your builder to choose the right glass 
for every window in your home.
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    Why should patios get 
              all the good doors? 

       Who says a front door has to come from a front door catalog? A swinging patio door makes a grand 
entrance, and can truly set your home apart from all the boring, me-toos in your new neighborhood. Top 
it with a transom, flank it with sidelites, make it as dramatic as you want. For more privacy, add obscure 
glass. For more elegance, add stained glass.
       

      My big French front door. This entrance uses dual 36” wide Hurd patio doors with a 3-point locking 
system and French-style 7-1/2” bottom rail. Plus sidelites and transoms for a big first impression.
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    Hurd’s re-engineered, 
re-designed sliding patio 
door has an all-natural, 
all-wood interior. Shown 
here in optional alder interior,  
matching divided lite grilles 
and our exclusive handle in 
Satin Nickel PVD finish.



  Easy, new ways to replace
         leaky, old windows.

      You don’t need to build a new home to get new windows. Everything you’ve read in this booklet about new 
construction also holds true if you’re just replacing an old window or remodeling a room. 
      Old windows waste energy. They’re usually hard to open, hard to clean, hard to paint. Today’s replacement 
windows, however, are easy—especially if you choose a brand that offers superior performance, like Hurd. If your 
current window frames are sound, your contractor can install new windows without even making a mark on your 
wall. He can simply replace the old sash (that’s called a sash kit), or you can choose an insert window (it fits right 
inside the old frame) and end up with an entirely new window. However, if your old windows are completely worn 
out, they’ll need to be torn out and replaced.
      The best news is that your new high-efficiency replacement windows and patio doors can actually pay for 
themselves with energy savings. 
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How to avoid moisture 
         & insect problems.

       Mold, rot, termites and carpenter ants can literally destroy some brands of wood windows.
       On the other hand, the best wood windows are as rot-proof as vinyl, shrug off insects like aluminum, 
and are warmer than both of those materials. So obviously it’s important to know which brand to buy.
       The difference is in the wood preservative. The best wood treatment in the window industry is called 
CoreGuard™ because it actually penetrates to the very core of the wood. It contains 3 active fungicides, 
an insecticide and water repellents. It’s also environmentally friendly. CoreGuard was tested in a Hawaiian 
rainforest, and only Hurd has it. 
Green is good.
       Everybody wants a “greener” home. It’s good to know that Hurd is committed to green 
manufacturing and green building. Our aluminum and glass contain approximately 25% 
recycled scrap. Our sealants, adhesives and finishes are low in VOCs. We partner with 
responsible wood suppliers and growers. And all Hurd products deliver superior energy 
efficiency plus the increased sustainability that comes from built-in, long-lasting durability.

   GoGreen

      Energy efficient Transcend™ replacement 
windows and patio doors from Hurd come 
in a full line of styles with a nearly limitless 
array of design options. They’re available 
in standard and custom sizes or as sash kits 
or insert windows that fit into your existing 
opening. They feature wood interiors for 
natural warmth and beauty, plus aluminum 
clad exteriors for maintenance-free durability.



  Perfection does not fly
 off an assembly line.

      It may surprise some people, but even in this day and age, we still make Hurd windows and doors carefully 
and proudly by hand. So they not only fit better and look better, they also perform better. We’ve been doing it 
that way for more than 90 years.
      As a result, we may not make as many windows as some companies. But we figure, we’ll stop crafting them 
by hand just as soon as homes like yours are built in a factory.
      For more detailed information on Hurd windows and doors, to see hundreds of additional photos and 
ideas, or to find the name of a distributor near you, please visit our website www.hurd.com.

      Nothing beats the perfection of a factory finish 
performed with state-of-the-art equipment under 
rigorously controlled, ultra-clean conditions. Hurd 
gives you 2 premium interior options: Ultra Stain 
(an advanced 7-step process to enhance and protect 
the beauty of your wood) and Ultra Coat (a unique, 
specially formulated, 2-part catalyzed, white paint).

Home design ©Betant, Inc.
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The perfect warranty.
       Hurd is the only company with the 
confidence to offer a Lifetime Limited 
Warranty on its residential aluminum 
clad wood windows and patio doors. 
This fact alone speaks volumes about 
the solid durability and long-term 
dependability of our products.
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The more you know about 
Hurd, the better we look.

                                    Full Line                              H3                            Hurd FeelSafe                     

                                      Transcend                      CoreGuard                   ComfortGlaze        

Here are some other Hurd products you may be interested in. For your free copy of any 
of our catalogs, please call 1-800-433-4873 or visit Hurd.com.


